[Relationship between Quantitativeness of Iodine and Accuracy of Virtual Non-contrast Image in Dual-energy Computed Tomography].
Dual-energy computed tomography (DE-CT) is the promising technology, such as enabling material decomposition, generation of the virtual monochromatic image, and measurement of effective atomic numbers. There are reports that utilization of the virtual non-contrast (VNC) image, the iodine map image, and the virtual monochromatic image can contribute to the improvement of lesion detection and its characterization, compared with conventional contrast CT by single-energy computed tomography (SE-CT). In addition, acquisition of the VNC images makes it possible to skip scanning of true non-contrast CT, which is also expected to reduce exposure. However, a reliable evaluation of the accuracy of the VNC image has not been established, and only a few reports have verified their accuracy. In this study, we evaluated the relationship between the quantitativeness of iodine and the CT value of VNC image. As a result of our study, when the iodine volume was overestimated, the CT value of the VNC image was lower than the reference value, and when the iodine volume was underestimated, the CT value was upper than the reference value. Moreover, we clarified that the CT value of the VNC image greatly diverges as the iodine volume increases.